Navigation by takwak –
Teaching old (and young) dogs new tricks
Owner, dog and technology in perfect symbiosis – takwak presents outdoor
navigation for dog collars in a unique combination with GEODOG, at the IWA in
Nuremberg
Dachau / Munich, 06 March 2012 – Dogs have a 'seventh sense' – and people
have the tw700. When hunting, on forest trails, in undergrowth or in open
countryside – dog and human can now stay in touch and on track. At the 2012
IWA in Nuremberg from 09 to 12 March 2012, takwak, developer of the tw700
multifunctional outdoor navigation device, and GEODOG will present a unique
combination of rugged outdoor navigation device and GPS positioning collar
for dogs at the GEODOG stand.
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The dog's collar emits a signal that can be tracked on the display of the tw700,
ensuring that owners are always in the picture about the location of their fourlegged companion. They can also define areas where their dog is allowed to go and
where not, and are informed by text message of the animal's position. This
intelligent combination device now makes it simpler for hunters, tracker dog teams
and similar to work outside with their animals.
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But even without a four-legged friend in tow, the tw700 is the ideal companion for
all activities where orientation and communication are involved. The rugged
waterproof and dustproof multifunctional device contains outdoor navigation
functions, an Android-based smartphone, walkie-talkie and an innovative group
navigation function in a single device. In addition to use by outdoor enthusiasts
exploring the countryside alone or in groups, the tw700 is the perfect complement
for professionals, ensuring that field service staff, tradespeople or service providers
to communicate with each other and their head office and enabling them to access
data in many different formats.
The tw700's intelligent navigation maintains communication along on- and offroad routes even when out of range of a telephone network. takwak's tw700 allows
two and four-legged adventurers to experience the exhilaration of the great
outdoors and offers reliable assistance and support in the no-nonsense world of
day-to-day work.
takwak invites interested visitors to IWA 2012 to find out more about this useful
multifunctional device, alone and in combination with the GPS positioning collar.
From 09 to 12 March takwak can be found at the stand of its partner GEODOG,
Stand 334 in Hall 6 of Nuremberg Exhibition Centre (Messezentrum Nürnberg).
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About takwak GmbH
Based on Dachau near Munich, takwak was founded in 2009 and is financed by two holding
companies. The company's outdoor products are 'engineered in Germany' in every aspect from design
to production. They are backed by a management team and committed employees with extensive
experience in the fields of mobile devices and applications.
Our mission is to encourage people to leave their comfort zones of normality behind. To enable them
to do so, we supply a unique multifunctional outdoor device which combines navigation options with
advanced communications technology.

